Resources for Final Paper, INFO 203, Spring 2013:

Del.icio.us links for INFO203 – relevant news items culled from the web that touch upon INFO 203 themes: [http://delicious.com/info203/](http://delicious.com/info203/)

Where to find scholarly articles:

UC-Berkeley library - Information Studies page (with a list of electronic resources): [http://cluster4.lib.berkeley.edu:8080/ERF/servlet/ERFmain?cmd=searchSub&subjectId=65&resTypeId=12](http://cluster4.lib.berkeley.edu:8080/ERF/servlet/ERFmain?cmd=searchSub&subjectId=65&resTypeId=12)

**ACM Digital Library** ([http://dl.acm.org/](http://dl.acm.org/)) - search publications of various conference proceedings including CHI (computer-human interaction, CSCW (computer supported cooperative work). Take a look in particular at Communications of the ACM which has a lot of short but important pieces that are sometimes INFO 203 relevant. Interactions is a magazine published by the ACM that is usually very INFO 203 relevant.


**Google Scholar** ([http://scholar.google.com](http://scholar.google.com)) - search, but for scholarly and academic resources (though you have to do all the work of determining INFO 203 relevance as it is not specific to the social sciences). Good place to get a first glance at what is available on your topic.

**CSA/Illumina Social Sciences** - specialist search engine for searching indexes in the social sciences (linked on the library’s Information Studies page)

**International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (IBSS)** - index of many social science journals (linked on the library’s Information Studies page)

**Web of Science** - another index of journals (can search specifically in the social sciences citation index) (linked on the library’s Information Studies page)

**An incomplete list of journals that tend to cover INFO 203 relevant topics:**

- First Monday (open access online journal – [http://www.firstmonday.org](http://www.firstmonday.org)) – this journal favors accessible, well-written pieces
- Science, Technology & Human Values
- Technology and Culture - (for various social histories of technology)
- Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication
- Computer Supported Collaborative Work Journal
- New Media & Society
- The Information Society
- Social Studies of Science